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PERFECT CONNECTED PRODUCT
Speed up smart consumer product design

Smarter, more sophisticated versions of everyday products
are fast becoming the new norm. Home & Lifestyle
manufacturers will be increasingly defined by their ability
to create seamless hardware and software experiences. For
many, this means fundamentally changing what products
they make and how they build them.
Perfect Connected Product brings together all elements
required to launch the next generation of smart, connected
consumer products.

Available on premise and in the cloud, this end-toend solution supports the latest Model-Based Systems
Engineering (MBSE) principles to fundamentally improve
the way that multiple disciplines work together.

On Premise

On Cloud

KEY BENEFITS
	
Increase revenue and develop
new business models
• Develop high-performing and
connected products
• Adapt to consumer needs
• Support new consumption models

MBSE methodology helps define every traceable interface
between mechanical, electronic and software disciplines during
the earliest phases of the product development cycle within
a virtual environment. This approach enable all stakeholders
to work concurrently from a digitalized system model on the
3DEXPERIENCE® platform. They get designs right the first
time, eliminate software and hardware defects, and configure
complex products faster and more cost effectively without
compromising on quality and performance.

Adopt Perfect Connected Product
Unite mechanical, electronic and software
requirements on a powerful product innovation
platform, defined by MBSE, to master complexity.
Perfect Connected Product is composed of seven industry
process experiences:
1.

Product Definition and Configurations – Align your
product portfolio with a clear product strategy

2.

Product System Architecture – Design and validate
product system architectures with an RFLP approach

3.

Product Engineering to Manufacturing – Foster
multidisciplinary collaboration and manage product
complexity effectively

4.

Product Electronics Design – A collaborative environment
for schematic, layout and mechanical engineers

5.

Product Mechanical Design – Integrate design intent
with smart multidisciplinary engineering

6.

Product Software Delivery – Manage software content
within a product context

7.

Battery Module and Pack Engineering – Simulate and
analyze multi-disciplinary tradeoffs

Continuously improve product quality
• Align software and hardware design
processes on one platform
• Seamlessly integrate all product
features and functions
• Enhance performance
Accelerate product development
• Seamlessly connect multiple disciplines
• Empower teams to collaborate effectively
throughout the product development cycle
• Detect and resolve issues early
• Make informed decisions
• Speed up time to market
Reduce product development costs
• Define the interconnections between
hardware and software, electronics and
mechanical design
• Avoid costly, last-minute changes
• Reduce physical prototypes

For more information on Perfect Connected Product, visit
our website: https://ifwe.3ds.com/home-lifestyle/perfectconnected-product

Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 11 industries, and provides
a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, is a catalyst for human progress. We provide business and people with collaborative virtual environments
to imagine sustainable innovations. By creating ‘virtual experience twins’ of the real world with our 3DEXPERIENCE platform and applications, our
customers push the boundaries of innovation, learning and production.
Dassault Systèmes’ 20,000 employees are bringing value to more than 270,000 customers of all sizes, in all industries, in more than 140 countries. For
more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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ABOUT MODEL-BASED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

